NOTE
EDITOR’S

Welcome to the ﬁrst issue of the COC Beauty Magazine.
With the growing rise of beauty and product formulation,
we had to create a fun resource guide to keep beauty
lovers happy. So much uncertainty about how to turn
beauty passion into much more, this resource is a perfect
companion through the discovery journey.
This edition focuses on skin, fragrance, and
start-up guides. We give backstage passes to
some productions.
Formulation lovers will enjoy the "DIYs for dull
and dry skin" on pages 16 and 46. Beauty business enthusiasts will ﬁnd the "Beauty Business
Checklist" inspiring on page 15.
Fragrance lovers, we have for you, something
sultry on page 32 "Aphrodisiac Oil blend DIY"
and some perfume genre ideas on page 30.
Skin glows from within, diet and sleep play a
signiﬁcant role. Learn more about how beauty
sleep works on page 48 and the nutrition for
glowing, brighter skin on page 51.
With the COVID-19 pandemic lurking, I
couldn't leave you without a suitable remedy
to soothe your respiratory system in this
season. Find it on page 33.
There truly is something in this issue for every
beauty lover, and I had so much fun putting

Ayo Bassey
Editor-in-Chief
ayobassey@cocbeautyschool.com

together this content just for you.

Lots of Love.
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SKIN CARE

3 STEPS TO DEVELOPING FLAWLESS SKIN
Skin without spots, blemish, or discoloration, this is what we regard as flawless.
The type of skin that you can comfortably slay in without makeup. This is the dream of
everyone but sadly, not many people experience this perfection on their skin. Flawless skin
doesn't come by magic, it comes by following a set of daily practices called a skincare regimen.
We would be sharing with you, 3 steps you can follow daily to achieve flawless skin.

In a nutshell,
we've

STEP 2: TONE
STEP 1: CLEANSE
This is removing excess dirt from your
skin using a cleansing product. Some
cleansing product lather while some
don't. Lather or not, cleansing opens
up the pores and allows the skin to
breathe.
Cleansing at least twice a day
(morning and night) stops gibberish
from building up in the pores which in
return stops the buildup of ﬂaws.

This is NOT skin bleaching. This is using a
toner to evacuate the pores on the skin,
remove in-depth gibberish and shrink the
pores back. Having this done regularly gives
an even skin tone with an amazing glow.
Toning regularly blocks all avenues for ﬂaws
or spots to build up in the skin.
Toning can be done either by spraying a
toner on the skin or using a cotton pad to
apply the toner in a circular motion around
the skin.

STEP 3: MOISTURIZE
This is replenishing the skin's moisture
immediately after cleansing and toning.
Moisturising can be done using a lotion/cream
or butter, or an oil.
Moisturizing helps keep the skin supple and
nourished while maintaining a glow.
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talked
about 3
steps to
follow
daily to
achieve
flawless
skin. We
know
beyond a
doubt that
following
these 3
steps
daily, will
give
anyone
clear
results.

SKIN CARE

FACE CLEANSING PRODUCTS

BODY CLEANSING PRODUCTS

Classic
Organics
Spotless
Milk
N12,000
| $35

EresBella Brightening
& Clarifying Body
Wash
Candy lovenature care 24
Carat whitening face wash
N9,700 | $26

N2,000 | $6
Princessnaturals Abike
Liquid Black Soap
N6,900 | $20

TONING PRODUCTS

Candy Love
naturecare Facial
Toner
Classic Organics
Brightening
Toner

N9,700 | $26

N4,000 | $12

Classic Organics
Acne Toner
N4,000 | $12
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SKIN CARE

MOISTURIZING PRODUCTS

EresBella Body Butter

EresBella Moisturising Face Cream

N4,500 | $13

N2,500 | $7

Classic
Organics
Acne Face
Cream
N5,000 | $14

Princessnaturals
Skinglow
Moisturizer
N12,600 | $35

Candylove
Nature Care
Snow Milk
N36,000 | $97

Classic
Organics
Acne Face
Wash
N4,000 |
$12
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EXCLUSIVE

HOW COC BEAUTY
SCHOOL PLAYS A
MAJOR PART IN

Building
Entrepreneurs
Becoming a relevant entrepreneur in
the beauty industry takes three
essential things; a great product or
service, an innovative marketing
strategy, and the drive to run with
the innovative strategy.

T

hese three fundamental things guide the
design of COC Beauty School courses.

COC Beauty School is much more than an
institute that trains people on how to formulate
beauty products. It is an institute that raises
beauty entrepreneurs. An institute that changes lives and
makes people the best version of themselves, doing what
they love.
A course from COC Beauty School takes anyone from novice
to expert in the shortest time possible. Every course takes
students through the necessary foundation, building every
block following a proven framework.
Going through a COC Beauty School course transforms
non-specialists to scientists, teaching the world of science in
easy to understand terms so much that it feels as simple as
cooking.
COC Beauty School prides itself in teaching to make
products from scratch using approved methods, following
FDA standards. Each of their lessons is summed up with
tests or exercises to perfect
understanding, creating products live.
COC Beauty School classes hold
The present departments of COC
online, and also in their facility
Beauty School are Skincare, Haircare,
in Lagos, Nigeria. They operate
Makeup, and Perfumery. These four
term times for their physical
departments house intense courses
classes, so one must wait for a
that teach to make over 50 products
batch to join courses.
each, from scratch.
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EXCLUSIVE

The Skincare Course, also called Skincare
Product Development Course, is their most
popular course. A course that has raised over 100
beauty entrepreneurs in more than ten countries and
still counting. Some graduates of this course now
earn in millions, selling products created.
This skincare course is an in-depth expose of
everything in skincare product formulation. It opens
up with Skin science moves up to cosmetic science,
then ingredient study. It leads to the basic cosmetic
maths, lab setup, and equipment study then ends in
the practical formulation of over 50 highly sought
out skincare products from scratch.
The Skincare Product Development Course is the
most intensive skincare course available worldwide
with such a broad curriculum and no learning
restrictions.
Learn more about the COC Beauty School, skincare
course at
www.cocbeautyschool.com/skincare
The Haircare Course, also called Haircare
Product Development Course, covers the totality
of Haircare. It opens with a detailed study of the hair,

hair layers, hair growth stages, and external
inﬂuences. It moves on to an expose of the
ingredients that stimulate results in Haircare,
moves on to cosmetic science, basic cosmetic
science, lab set up, equipment study and the step
by the step production process of over 50
excellent haircare products from scratch, ranging
from shampoos to conditioners, to styling
products and treatment products.
The Haircare Product Development Course is such
an excellent course for anyone that wants to build
a career in making hair product.
Learn more about the COC Beauty School,
haircare course at
www.cocbeautyschool.com/haircare
The Perfume Course also called the Perfume
Product Development Course, boasts of being
the most comprehensive perfume course. It begins
with the history of perfumery, to ingredients and
extraction. It moves on to a thorough nose
training, teaching the student how to identify the
scent of over 100 diﬀerent perfume notes from
diﬀerent descents, creating associations. Once the
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student becomes grounded in scent
identiﬁcation, the course moves to a
blending of bases called Accords. They
learn to create the genres of perfume
suitable for masculine scents, feminine
scents, kiddies scents, and more. With that
practice, the students curate scents based
on briefs, personalities, the purpose of
use, and more.
The course travels to fragrance blending
beyond spray-on perfumes, considering
environmental fragrances, room
fragrances, and more.
The course closes with helping students
identify possible opportunities in the perfume
business, sharing strategies to launch niche lines,
commercial lines, fragrance branding services, and
much more.
The Perfume Product Development Course is the
course that every aspiring perfumer dreams of, or
wishes they had when they ﬁrst started.
Learn more about the COC Beauty School, perfume
course at www.cocbeautyschool.com/perfume
The Makeup Course, also called Makeup Product
Development Course, covers the nitty-gritty of makeup
product formulation. A grounded course where color is
currency. This course opens up with fundamentals of
makeup, ingredients, cosmetic science, basic cosmetic
maths, equipment study, and lab set up. After this, the
course expounds on the art of creating colors, colors
for skin tones, and races. The course educates students
on the various shades of skin and how to blend colors

COC Beauty School also organize tours to countries to
expose students to the industry
from the world's point of view.

to be compatible with such shades.
After an expose of color and skin shade, the course
ushers participants on to a journey of creating color
cosmetics. Color cosmetics such as lipsticks,
eyeshadows, foundation, mascaras, blushers, lip
pencils, and so much are created with formulas per
skin shade.
The Makeup Product Development Course is the ideal
course for anyone looking to become a giant Indie
makeup brand.
Learn more about the COC Beauty School, skincare
course at www.cocbeautyschool.com/makeup
It is without a doubt that a course from COC Beauty
School can take anyone from novice to ﬁnancially free
beauty entrepreneurs in a short time.
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INTERVIEW
Youtuber and skincare expert, Candylove is one lady that has been making
waves in the beauty industry. From
her expert advice to multiple reviews,
she is one irreplaceable asset in our
industry.
We took some time out to have a chat
with her and she took us through her
incredible journey to the top

P

lease tell us about you. My name is Queen
Smith but most people just call me
Candylove now. I am the CEO of
candylovenaturecare Ltd. I specialise in
beauty and skin care products. Let’s just say I
get a lot of satisfaction making people feel good
about their body. It is a good feeling for me.
Your brand is speedily becoming a household name,
please tell our readers about it and how it all
started? First of all, it is a pleasure to know
candylovenaturecare as a brand is being recognised
out there you know. We started as a very small business
to challenge the myth that naturally derived products
are less effective than their more chemically driven
counterparts. We believe skin care products should
make your life feel better. Most mainstream beauty
and skin care products provide a short-term lift and

most of the time the long-term effect is not good but
we are here to change that. The brand was created not
so long ago around July 2017. I literally did it all, making
the products all on my own, bottling and labelling,
selling and shipping so many products. Move forward a
year later the brand was quickly outgrowing its roots.
To be honest I was a bit surprised at how quickly the
brand was growing. We started with a simple formula
of ﬁnding likeminded customers and kept on
producing great products for them and urged them to
recommend it if were happy with the progress of their
skin. Sometimes offered to give them some for a test
you know just being a nice person (laughs). Didn’t really
bother about proﬁt we just let the quality of the
product speak for itself and fast forward 2 year later
here we are today.
What’s that special thing that makes
Candylovenaturecare stand out? All our products
from a simple healing cream to snow white lotion are
made from scratch with natural ingredients which are
99.9 percent of the time very skin friendly and this is
the secret of the success of the brand. Hashtag keep it
natural (laughs). Most importantly though we are very
customer friendly. 24 hours to 7 days we are available
to customers for anything they want to talk about their
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skin and we try as much as possible to give the best
advice rather than try to sell out our products you
know always put the customers ﬁrst.

How can we purchase these products? All our
products are available on our website
https://candylovenaturecare.com. However, we
understand some customers sometimes need their
products as quickly as possible and the quickest way to
do this is to add us on WhatsApp +447376393419 to
order for your products which are then delivered as
soon as possible.

What products would you recommend to someone
starting out? This is the question we always get from
customers. It is really not a straight forward answer like
most people would expect. It all depends on the skin
tone of the person trying to use the
product for the ﬁrst time. Normally
Can you tell us your secret to
when I get asked this, I always ask for
producing such effective products?
picture of the customer to be able
(Laughs) well, I believe the ﬁrst step
All our products from a
to make an accurate judgement.
and the most important step in
simple
healing
cream
However, I always ask them to use
producing amazing skin care
to snow white lotion
our natural healing lotion for a week
products is understanding the skin
or so if they have previously used
and how it functions. I have sort of
are made from scratch
other skin care products with
made it my mission or should I say
with natural ingredichemicals, that’s always the ﬁrst step.
obsession in understanding different
ents which are 99.9
We always then try to understand
skin types, skin tones and
percent of the time very
what is the goal of the customer I
complexions and keeping record of
skin friendly and this
mean, what skin tone or shade they
them as it really helps in making
is
the
secret
of
the
intend to achieve. The next step for
products that customers love. The
success of the brand.
most customers is always to use one
second thing is the balance between
of our products set called crystal
all-natural ingredients in our
glow. The set consists of body wash,
products. You have to get the
lotion, face cream and serum. Like I said it all depend
balance perfect. 99.9% perfect in order to make lovely
on the complexion or skin tone of the customer and
products.
what their end goal is. Not every customer starts with
this set.
What prompted you to launch
Candylovenaturecare? It all started from my skin
What beneﬁts does the Natural Healing Lotion &
really, I thought it would be an amazing feeling to take
Crystal Glow set give? Well let’s start with our natural
control of my health and body. I have used a few skin
healing lotion. I believe simplicity is genius sometimes.
care products out there and some of them weren’t
The sole aim or purpose of the using the healing lotion
working to my standard, some worked for a short time
is to repair all damages that might have been caused
and the long-term effect was not the best to be
by chemicals in previous skin care products if any, keep
honest. I understood that people’s skin react
the skin simple again. It also keeps the skin smooth
differently to different products but I just wasn’t able
and shiny and anybody white, black, Asian, mixed.
to ﬁnd what was excellent for me at the time. One day
Absolutely anybody can use it. It also clears rashes,
It just hit me on the head, why don’t I learn and start
eczemas and many other skin conditions you see.
making skin care products for myself. I mean it
Secondly the crystal glow set improves complexion
couldn’t go any worst than the ones I have been using
and skin tone. Within 3 months it can improve your skin
and this way I can tailor it speciﬁcally to the needs of
by up to 3 shades depending on how stubborn your
my body. I learnt a couple of courses and decided to
skin is (laughs).
go get a diploma for skin care. I successfully made a
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few products and it worked superbly for me and I
shared it with few of my friends and it was great for
them too and they loved it. I thought why not
introduce it to the world (laughs). From there
candylovenaturecare was born (laughs) and the
brand have kept on growing.
How easy was it to launch and then build your
business to this stage? It was wasn’t easy at all to be
honest and it is still not easy. There have been some
difﬁcult moments along the way. I almost feel like the
more you grow, the more challenges you face.
However, one thing we are pleased with is that the
growth of the brand has been natural. We haven’t
forced anything, we just let the quality of the product
speak for itself.
You studied at COC Beauty School, what was the
impact of COC Beauty School on your career?
(smiles) Studying at COC Beauty School might just be
the best decision I have made so far as a beauty
entrepreneur or at least up there with the best
decision. I honestly don’t think we would made it this
far in a short period of time if not for the wonderful
teachers at COC Beauty School.
Are there any challenges you face as a beauty
entrepreneur? Honestly, there have been a good few
challenges along the way. One thing you have to
remember though is that you cannot please
everybody. Although we aspire to do so 99.9 percent
of the time. That is the biggest challenge we have
faced so far and I believe all other skin care or beauty
care entrepreneur would agree with this. in this
fantastic journey so far, there have been challenges
with getting the perfect labelling design for the
products, shipment to customers all over the world
and making sure it gets to them on time, getting the
perfect natural ingredients for making the products. I
mean that’s a few challenges from the top of my
head and there are a good few more.

like? (laughs) Well every day is a long day for me,
from the minute I get to the ofﬁce it’s all about the
customers. I wake up in the morning about 6am, get
things sorted out at home and make sure the kids get
to school. Straight to the ofﬁce and from then on, I
have one on one meetings with clients trying to ﬁnd
the best solution for their skin and lots of long
conversations on the phone as well all-day advising
customers. Whilst I am doing this, my assistants are
taking orders order through the website, on the
phone and on WhatsApp and getting the orders
ready to be delivered all over the world. Busy, busy
days. I mean super busy every day. Most of the time I
get home and customers are still trying to speak to
me it’s really not easy sometimes.
Great success sure doesn’t come easy! Candylove,
your skin is glittering. Please tell us the secret. Tell
us 5 products that you can’t do without. (laughs) It is
difﬁcult to pick just ﬁve I would say because I really do
love all of them. But if I would pick just ﬁve it would
be Luxury supreme glow set, crystal glow set, snow
milk facial toner, ﬂawless night soap, blemish face
cream in that order.
So, what’s next in line for your brand? Let’s say in
the next 2 years to 5 years? To be honest I just take
every day as it comes, I haven’t really thought about
that far in the future. I will just like our brand to keep
growing and in a year or two let’s see how far we can
get. So far, I have enjoyed the journey and I want to
continue enjoying it with the grace of God.
We are so excited for you. Thank you so much for
your time and for being so open with us. Thank you
very much, it’s a
pleasure to be
able to talk about
my brand
with you. Very
much
appreciated.

Do you ﬁnd a way to cushion these challenges? If
yes, how? (laughs) I mean let me start by saying
some of the challenges can’t be cushioned. I would
be telling a big lie if I sit here and say all the hurdles
you face along the way can be stopped and you just
have to accept this you know accepting this alone
would make it less stressful for you. Some of the other
challenges I mentioned can be resolved just by
knowing and taking advice from the right people.
People who have been through them before.
We can imagine how busy your regular day is, Help
us paint a picture of what a simple day for you is
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Uncrowded Niches
In The Cosmetic
Product Formulation Industry
The cosmetic product formulation industry is one
fast-growing industry. Apart from it being a subsection of
the beauty industry, it is one subsection that houses the
backend of all production and its processes.

T

his industry houses all cosmetic
formulators and partners,

Here, we share with you three uncrowded

working to create products that

niches in the cosmetic product formulation

range from hair care to makeup

industry. Uncrowded niches that anyone can

to skincare and more.

speedily become an authority in, and thrive
is sales in this new decade.

The beauty industry, as a whole, is estimated
to be worth $532 Billion US.

1. Raw Material Stockist:
With the rise in people formulating beauty

It would be a smart choice to get a piece of

products, comes the demand for quality raw

this 532 Billion Dollar cake, by carving out a

materials.

niche and becoming an authority in this
A stockist that sells high- performance raw

niche.

materials of good quality is one that would
The industry is not just about creating

be the go-to for all formulators. A stockist

products and selling to the masses. There are

that continually researches and introduces

underground processes that each formulator

trendy raw materials will make a tonne of

goes through daily. Becoming the goto for
any of these processes is key to creating a
stable unique business with high turnover.
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proﬁt that won't run dry because such a stockist

minimum of 5 products they plan to sell to the

will be indispensable. More relevance comes in if

masses.

international shipping is a given option.

A good practice is for formulators to have their
products tested before it launches into the market.

Being a well put together formulation raw material

How easy it will be if they can contract the job to a

stockist, with an online store and international

reputable homeland company.

shipping options, is one uncrowded niche in the
industry that anyone willing can build a stable

Let's say you start this reputable company, and you

business around with high demand and supply.

decide to charge as little as N5,000 ($14) per test

2. Equipment Stockist: Same way raw

(which you'll probably price higher if you choose to
do it).

materials are essential in product formulation, so is
the equipment necessary. Technology is continually

If you succeed in getting 10% of the formulators in

advancing with new production trends, better

Lagos to run their product's test with your company

equipment, and smart tools. Being the goto stockist

per month, you'll have a minimal client base of 30.

for all product formulation equipment can make

30 clients paying N20,000 ($56) gives N600,000

one, an equipment giant in no time, thriving in sales

($1,680) monthly

and turnover with less competition.
An equipment stockist that goes steps further to

If these clients decide to test their ﬁve products, that

merge sales of tools and formulation software/apps

will be N100,000 ($280) per client, which will

will be somewhat indispensable.

amount to N3,000,000 ($8,400).

3. Product Testing: Product testing is a

If you do great marketing and increase your reach

process where a ﬁnished product is tested to

to start receiving products from other cities, this

determine its shelf life, its bacteria content, its

ﬁgure rises.

suitable storage conditions, its possible allergies, its
safety, and its detailed analysis.

Now your’e probably thinking, are there not costs
incurred for this testing?

Product testing is a specialty ﬁeld, but it is a highly
uncrowded ﬁeld that can yield a good business

Sure there are!

turnover if a great strategy is employed.
Product testing, as stated before, is a specialty ﬁeld
Most product testers train in product formulation.

for formulators or people that choose to learn to do

Establishing a standard lab, and doing challenge

these tests. During learning, you set up a lab, get

testing is something that comes easy for most

essential equipment, and more. Once this lab and

product formulators.

equipment are set up, you use almost the same tools
over and over. Incurred cost is within 20%−50%,

To have a business that specializes in product

which is still a right margin.

testing is enormous, as every formulator sends
products in for tests at some point in time.

Product Testing is a lucrative business to look into,

With the growing number of product formulators

in the product formulation industry.

today, especially in West Africa, there's no telling
how much can be made running tests on products.

NB: Have more questions about any of these niches,

Let's work with a case study, LAGOS, NIGERIA

write to us at magazine@cocbeautyschool.com

assuming you are the one to run the product testing
business:
In Lagos Nigeria today, we have over 3,000
cosmetic product formulators, and most have a
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BEAUTY BUSINESS CHECKLIST
Starting a business can be a daunting
task when trying to transform an idea
into reality. A beauty business is no different; it takes the same processes as
every other, only more exciting.
There are speciﬁc things that one must ﬁrst consider
before creating a beauty business.
Here's a precise checklist of the questions that one must
answer before starting that dream beauty business

1

THE PRODUCT: This is the precise product or

service to be sold. The product or service must be clearly deﬁned, must give immense value to a customer, and
must take them from point A to point B in looks or assistance.
Go ahead and state your product here

2

THE TARGET MARKET: Who are you selling the
product or service to? Who are they, where are they,
what is their lifestyle like, what does your product or service
help them do or achieve?
Go ahead and state details of your target market

3

THE LOCATION: Where will this product or service

be sold? Is it online or on-site?
Go ahead and state details of your location

hear about the product? What mediums will be taken
advantage of to announce the product or service to the
target market?
Go ahead and state details of your marketing

6

LEGAL: What would it take to make this product or
service legal? Who would facilitate it? How much would
the facilitation cost?
Go ahead and state details of your legal plan

7

THE PRICE: What would the ﬁnal product or service

cost?

4

THE DISTRIBUTION: How will your target market
purchase this product or service?

What processes must be followed between purchase and
delivery?
Who will be responsible for these processes?
What would these processes cost?
Go ahead and state details of your distribution

5

THE MARKETING: How would the target market

Add the cost of location, distribution, marketing, legal,
product, and proﬁt together to get the ﬁnal product price
or service price.
Go ahead and state details of your price

With the beauty business checklist, one
holds a clear direction that leads to success.
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Simple facial DIYS
DO-IT-YOURSELF

for dull and dry skin

Exfoliating dull and dry facial skin
doesn’t get as much attention in the DIY
article world as much as oily and acne
prone skin does. The dull and dry skin
activist are finally speaking up and we
sure are listening.
I came up with the Rose Clay and
Oatmeal face mask/cleanser and the
Lavender and Rose rejuvenating toner
to help you revive, brighten and balance
the skin without stripping it too much.

ROSE CLAY AND OATMEAL
FACE MASK/CLEANSER

ﬁnely processed version of
Oatmeal powder which makes it
easy to almost dissolve in water.
Oatmeal contains beta glucan
which is a great soothing agent
and anti irritant for dry and
sensitive skin. A Substitute for
Colloidal oatmeal can be your
regular ground oats.
Licorice Extract powder: This
ingredient brings the brightening
superpower to the mix. It is a
natural skin brightener with anti
inﬂamatory properties.

The ingredients in this facial
mask/cleanser have been carefully
selected to gently cleanse,
exfoliate and brighten without
stripping the skin.

Liquid Castille Soap: This is our
diluent. It adds extra cleansing
power. It is exceptionally mild and
gentle on the skin. A substitute can
be your regular face wash

Rose Clay: This is rose/gold
coloured pigmented kaolin clay. Its
gently pulls put dirt from skin
without drying it out. It is great for
dry to normal skin. Substitutes for
this could be white kaolin clay.

Sandalwood Essential: This
essential oil brings lovely
frangrance and an extra
brightening factor with it.

Colloidal Oatmeal: This is a very

Rose clay - 60%, 60gm
Colloidal oatmeal - 23.5%, 23.5gm
liquid castille soap - 15%, 15gm
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Sandalwood essential oil - 1%, 1gm
Liquid germal plus
(preservative) - 0.5%, 0.5gm
TOOLS
1 Mixer bowl
4 small bowls
1 whisk or Spatular
Measure scale *preferably tares
from 0.1
1. Weigh out all the ingredients
into separate bowls

2. Combine them one by one and
mix thoroughly.

DO-IT-YOURSELF
3. Package in a nice jar and
enjoy your Mask/Cleanser. It
can be used as a mask and
washed off after 15mnutes or
used as a face cleanser. Just
massage it into wet face and
rinse of immediately.
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INTERVIEW

Health worker turned beauty entrepreneur, Madeline
took a 10days course with COC Beauty School in Dubai.
Since then, she’s been making tremendous impact
selling Natural, Handmade, Homemade, Skincare
products and perfumes.
Her natural soaps get ordered in hundreds at a time
and so do her other products.
She’s constantly swamped with orders such that she
constantly has to turn down orders.
She has been able to capture the heart of a large
number of UAE locals in such a short period of time,
which is rare considering their many reservations.
We reached out to this Philippine beauty, to share the
secrets to her speedy success.

T

ELL US ABOUT YOUR BRAND
AND THIS AMAZING
GROWTH WE’VE
WITNESSED. The name of
my company is Beyond
Scent Uniqua, I have 3 categories:
Beyond Scent is my my perfume line,
Uniqua is for my skin care, BSU – is for
my make up line.

Beyond Scent and Uniqua are now in
the market but my BSU products, i’m
planning to introduce in next year.
How the growth all started, It’s just
luck as I say. “One day I decided to
make a tester perfume and I let my
colleagues try it. They loved the tester
perfume I made. They started
ordering from me, not only one but a
lot, 1 person ordered 10 – 15 bottles.
My very ﬁrst order was actually 55
bottles.”
I also made a handmade soap for
testing, I made it a heart shape soap
and immediately someone ordered
50pcs for give away.

I have made lots of proﬁt from
my perfume and soaps
Now I introduced my Uniqua
Jelly sugar scrubs, I made a
sample and luckily again I
had 80pcs ordered
immediately.
What differentiates your brand
from others? My perfume is a
unique style and packaging as
you can see it. For me to be able
to compete here in UAE, I
needed to have unique
packaging, long lasting scent
and reasonable price.
In the soap world, I had a different
approach. Soap is everywhere, you
can buy it very cheap.
To compete in the soap market, I
needed to create that WOW effect
and market it different from others.
My soaps have different designs that
attract customers and the soap
scent is so amazing.
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I ensure that the ingredients I use are all natural to
give more beneﬁts to my customer.
My Jelly Sugar Scrub, looks like a jelly candy,
everyone wants to eat and taste it.
Wow! So what are your best selling products at
the moment? My best selling products at the
moment are my perfume, my sugar scrubs and my
souvenir soap.
How much are these products?
My perfume is 50.00 AED (N5,000) per bottle.
For the souvenir soaps, depends on the soap, it
starts from 3AED (N300) above

so nice, she assisted us. I built conﬁdence after the
training, I learnt how to create my own products
from scratch.
So what’s next for your brand? I plan to introduce
BSU, my make up line by next year, and concentrate
on my formulation for skin care. I plan to add skin
whitening products, merchandise to some stores
and gain more market.
I also plan on making my social media more
attractive (lol)
Thank you so much for your time and for sharing
your success secret with us. Thank you also for
giving me this opportunity to be featured.

My sugar scrub starts at 15 AED (N1500) per bottle
and I also have the big bottle which cost 20.00 AED
(N2,000)
Very affordable! How can we buy? You can contact
us through FB and Instagram: @beyondscentuniqua
or WhatsApp +971566220037
What motivated you to come up with such amazing
products? I was looking for products that use
natural ingredients, I found some here in UAE but
they were too expensive, so I decided to take the
course and study about it.
I decided to try if there will be a potential market
which I was shocked, I found out that there are lots
of people here looking for all natural skincare
products but no much option.
What was it like
studying at COC
Beauty School? It was
amazing, I learned a lot
in that course. Ms Ayo is
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TOP BE AUT Y

Destinations
The beauty of the world is in
its cities: the diversity, the
landmarks, the scenery, the
structures, the culture.

S

uch beauty lies within
them.
Exploring cities is what
I love to do in my spare
time. In my exploration,
I have found that it is more
fulﬁlling to discover things that lie
within one's passion.
In the world of beauty, my passion
lies within skin, hair, perfume,
makeup, herbs. Here are some of
my top destinations these
passions.

Dubai: The main attractions
with Dubai are the ultramodern
architecture, luxury shopping, and
bubbly nightlife, but it doesn't end
there. I discovered a great wealth
of Arabian descent perfume
knowledge, unlike anywhere else.
How knowledgeable they are in
their craft and how generous they
are in dispersing this knowledge.
Their rich scents are made up of
ouds, musks, patchouli, and
vetivers. The Arabian decent
perfumery is a treasure to explore
in Dubai.

Beldi soap and more. There's so
much to explore in Morocco, and
it sure is a haven for skincare
enthusiasts.

China: Manufacturing at its
peak, China is like a candy store
for beauty product formulators.
First-hand access to ingredient
extractors, packaging
manufacturers, equipment
suppliers, a variety of processes,
and mass production options.
China is one country to be
explored as a beauty product
formulator.

DUBAI, UAE

Grasse: Grasse is to perfumery
as air is to living. Grasse is the
perfume capital of the world,
located in southern France. For a
complete insight of how scents
are made from nature to bottles,
Grasse is a must explore. Their vast
ﬁelds, grand old perfume houses.
A perfume journey is never
complete without a visit to Grasse.

GRASSE, FRANCE

CHINA

Morocco and radiance, hence

MOROCCO

their remarkable native
treatments. Some of these native
treatments include their Ghassoul
wraps, their Hammam baths, the
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SPOTLIGHT ON

BAILLY
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INTERVIEW
There’s much more to the gorgeous superstar Blanche Bailly than just
great music. With hits like Argent, Dinguo, Bonbon, Ndolo ,Ton pied,
mon pied and her latest Hit ‘Mes Respect”, she’s a force to reckon with,
a household name in the Central African Music scene.
Nominated for Best Female Central African Artist at the AFRIMA, Best
Urban and Revelation of the year at Canal D’or and the winner , Revelation of the year at Balafon Music Awards in 2016, her blend of
Afro-pop music and beauty is simply remarkable.
In this chat with COC Beauty, she talks about her passion for music,
beauty, her all time favourite song, her 2 year plan and more.

F

OR READERS THAT WOULD LOVE
TO KNOW MORE ABOUT WHO YOU
ARE, PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOU.
I am a Cameroonian independent
Afro-pop artist

Describe yourself in 5 words? Focused,
Ambitious, Hard-working, Vibrant, Fun
It’s amazing that you got into the music
industry and in little time, BOOM!!! How did
you accomplish that growth in such a short
time? So far I think “ton pied mon pied” is my
favorite song off all my releases
Why “ton pied mon pied”? Because the song
is one of my best compositions so far when it

comes to lyrics. The story line is the most
intense and it’s a classic.
What’s it like making good music? It’s a
lifestyle ! That’s all the best deﬁnition I can give
it .
We see how the fans go crazy for you. Would
you ever date a fan? I could, depending on
the circumstances of how we meet. Being a
fan doesn’t necessarily make you non eligible .
A boyfriend or husband is supposed to be a
fan of my work anyways.
A little birdie told us you are delving deep
into the beauty industry, please tell us about
it. I grew up in beauty , my mum had her
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saloon /spa and as a child I was
already spoilt with all these
things but most importantly I
grew up wanting to enhance
my knowledge about
everything in order to fully
represent and expand my
brand.
We see you just launched
Queen Mimba, what services
does Queen Mimba offer?
Queen Mimba in the future will
be a brand made of different
branches. So far I just launched
the ﬁrst store in my home town.
We have the sales section
(downstairs) where we sell
cosmetic products, hair,
makeup etc and the service
section (upstairs) where we
offer services such as Manicure,
Pedicure, Hairstyling/barbing,
Facials, Massage,
Tattoo/piercing
Where is Queen Mimba?
Queen mimba is located in
Cameroon precisely in Buea
opposite Eta palace hotel,
Molyko
How do you intend to merge
music with beauty? I really
don’t have to merge music
with beauty because beauty is
and has always been the brand
behind music . Music is just the
product so venturing into
beauty is just me
merchandising the brand
that way, Blanche Bailly
starts making money as
a brand and from the
product :music.
What’s your average
day like? My days are
completely different
depending on my
schedule so I will just
say an average day
for me will

be a rest day where I can just
be more human,, chill and feel
less like a star.
We see that you are a past
student of COC Beauty
School, how was it studying
there? It was a fun experience.
My ﬁrst time in Nigeria ever and
COC Beauty School was the
reason behind it . Amazing
right?
Are we expecting a beauty
product line soon? Absolutely,
after music that is my second
dream right now I am just
trying to make sure I get the
exact formula for my targeted
demand.
Please tell us 5 beauty
products you can’t do
without. My red lip stick will be
the ultimate ﬁrst
Then comes highlights. I can’t
live without it
Foundation. Sometimes our
skin ain’t cooperating,
foundations are like a life saver
expecially for people like us
who are expected to be
perfect .
My body lotion, can’t be taking
care of your face and your skin
is left out right ?
Perfumes, how dare you
look great and smell wild
? This is like the icing on
the cake
Ok. . .So, ﬁnally,
what’s next for you?
What big plans do you
have in the next 1 year or
2 years? This year I will be
dropping my ﬁrst ofﬁcial EP and
hoping next year I can ﬁnally
drop my skincare line . So apart
from music , the creation of my
beauty line will be all I wish to
focus on.
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So Inspiring. . . Please drop a
word of advice for those
looking up to be like you. To
be honest I hate such questions
because I don’t really think
someone can be like me but if
you wish to become anything
in life be it music , business, just
anything , u have to be
FOCUSED.
Too many goal reachers out
here with no focus or not
enough drive. Don’t get
distracted. Focus demands a
lot of sacriﬁces so, goodluck to
every reader that will come
across this interview of mine.
Besides all this , may God bless
your every venture of yours.
Never leave Him out !!! Pray.
Thank you so much for your
time today and for letting us
in to your world. Thank you for
having me here. I am ﬂattered.

C O C B E AU T Y S CHOOL’S

HAIRCARE PRODUCT

DEVELOPMENT COURSE
Learn to formulate the best
haircare products from scratch
Shampoos | Conditioners |
Hair Serums | Hair growth oil |
Aging Treatments | Natural
Hair treatments | Much more
TO ENROLL:
www.cocbeautyschool.com/haircare

+234 817 982 7083

@cocbeautyschool

THE

intric@e

WORLD OF
PERFUMERY
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LIFESTYLE

mystery

THE
OF THE ART

“Only a mysterious art can be a Science, a Psychology and begin a History.”
AN ARTICLE BY WINISENCE

P

erfumery in my own opinion can be
dated back to the beginning of time
because everything created has a smell
including the human skin- meaning

there was every form of intentionality with every
smell assigned to nature.
However difﬁcult a mystery seems, to understand or explain, the wonderful art of perfumery
with all its complexity, births products that
appear so simple to the eye and these simple
products called perfumes serve different
purposes to different people.
I have heard a perfume user, after being asked
why she uses it, say “it is a secret”. In other words
there are myths, untold truths and stories behind
every perfume creation and usage.
From ancient times, scents have not only captured all the human senses but have reached out
to the imaginations of both the creator and the
users.
How are these simple yet complicated liquids
made you may ask? The perfume production
process involves collection of essential ingredients, extraction of valuable oils, blending of the
most appealing of them, aging and quality
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control. You may liken it to the production of
ﬁnest wines- I hear a number of perfumers call
them juices; a lot of work, energy, skill and time
go into the art which is deﬁnitely one out of its
many mysteries. How do you explain a
perfumer creating one scent for three years?

THE

MYSTERY

OF

THE

ART

Perfumes used to be created only from
essences of natural origin (linked in nature;
plants and animals) and by artist. They were
sought by a privileged few until the need for
bulk production by well-known cosmetic ﬁrms
using highly automated machines with very
sensitive devices for the most accurate measurement of individual notes to yield a near
perfect ﬁnished product which is in complete
harmony with nature, not forgetting the
complexity and durability of these
fragrances due to
the choice
of ingredients
(absolute,
reproductions or
synthetic).
Should we
liken this to the
art of composing
music? Absolutely!

perfume smell differently on different
people?” This is another mystery of that which
we wear, which is invisible to the eye yet makes
the most lasting impressions. My favourite
response is “perfumes are as unique as
humans- a blend of your unique fragrance and
the unique scent of your skin (as a result of
body chemistry, pH levels, temperature and
sometimes physical environment) gives the
unique ﬁnal outcome. This also implies that the
same scent can smell differently on you at
different times. However, a better understanding of ingredients that make up a scent and
thinking about whom the wearer of the scent
really is (personality) will help one choose the
right scent.
One very vital truth for those who venture into
this art is that perfume production does not
end with creating a fragrance, there are extra
value that must come with meeting your user’s
need, proper planning of the packaging that
will appeal to the user’s philosophy of perfume
usage especially as it concerns application
either on direct skin or clothes and a perfect
marketing plan geared at reaching out to all
those who want to share in your
artistic mystery.

The balanced blend of
notes carefully chosen
from the various fragrance
families, form perfume
accords- a well-known
secret to creating
marketable brands.
Instead of building
perfumes from scratch,
many modern fragrances
are now created from bases
which are more of synthetic
accords due to diverse possibilities of the end products than those
of natural accords. It almost impossible to go 100 percent natural! Aside the
economics, using natural ingredients all
the time is difﬁcult and a really complex
process and they are not easily sourced.
One of the most frequently asked question
about perfumes is “why does the same
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Winniefred Uwujele
Founder/ Perfumer
Winniecense Fragrance Nigeria
Email: winniecense@gmail.com
Fb/IG: @winniecense
08188293010

LIFESTYLE

3 PERFUME
GENRES A BOSS
LADY SHOULD OWN
"Hmmmn. .Who just passed??”

Perfume is a powerful element
that invokes emotions. Most times,
it's the simplest means of creating
a subtle but deﬁnite statement.
Perfume invokes feelings that
suggest like, dislike, power, lust,
love, desire, acceptance, and even
repulsion.
Your scent is a statement that you
must deﬁne because if you leave it
vague, it will be deﬁned for you.

CHANCE BY CHANEL

As a beauty entrepreneur, certain

As perfumers, we share the top 3
perfume genres that every Beauty
Boss Lady should own.
1. FLORAL GENRE
Floral genre exudes femininity.
Somewhat sweet, warm, and very
romantic. It provokes an inviting
feel which can work to the advantage of an entrepreneur that
would love to come off as a sweet,
caring and receptive, beauty boss

alluring. Chypre perfume can work
in favor of a beauty boss going for
a meeting and wants to be taken
seriously but still wants to be
perceived as a sensual, sophisticated woman.
A famous perfume in this genre is
Chanel No. 5
3. ORIENTAL GENRE
Oriental genre perfumes are
mysterious, rich, exotic, sultry, and
very seductive. They have a splash
of femininity with the depth of
earth. Oriental is ideal for the
mysterious boss lady with grace.

A famous perfume in this genre is
CHANCE by Chanel

A famous perfume in this genre is
ANGEL by Mugler

2. CHYPRE GENRE
Chypre is for the strong, sophisticated boss lady. It is for a boss lady
that exudes power, commands
attention yet is very sexy and

Want to learn how to create these
genres of perfume from scratch
and more? Then enroll for the
Perfumery course from COC
Beauty School.
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ANGEL BY MUGLER

Perfume imposes a
presence that lingers even when
you're long gone. We call perfume,
the ultimate accessory in an outﬁt
as no dressing is complete without
a spritz of a statement perfume.

statements must be made when
you walk into a room. Your looks,
your skin, your smell, must provoke
the right feelings at all times.

CHANEL NO 5

T

That's the reaction
most people get when
they smell a great
perfume in the air.

COC BEAUTY
S C H O O L

Perfume
Product
Development
Course

Aromatherapy | Natural Perfumery |
Niche Perfumery | Commercial Perfumery

Learn to curate
the best of Masculine
Perfumes, Feminine
Perfumes,
Unisex perfumes
and Kiddies Fragrances
from scratch

Nose Training. Eau de Perfume. Eau de Toilette. Eau de Cologne
Body Mists. Solid Perfumes. Perfume Oils. Perfume Gels.
Perfume Lotions. Scented Candles. Home Fragrance. Fragrance Branding
TO ENROLL:

www.cocbeautyschool.com/perfume
+234 817 982 7083

@cocbeautyschool

DO-IT-YOURSELF

DIY

Aphrodisiac
Fragrance
Blend

An aphrodisiac is something that stimulates sexual desire. It could
be a drink or a unique scent. Aphrodisiac scents have a subtle power
because they work on the psyche and emotions of people effortlessly.
In this D.I.Y, we'll show you how to create an aphrodisiac oil blend.
An oil blend that you can use with your diffusers or dab a little on
your sheets and pillows at night to create the perfect mood.
It's truly amazing how little drops of nature can invoke such desires
in people.

WHAT YOU NEED:
A dark-colored bottle
A Pipette
A scale (if making a large
bottle)
A stirrer (if making a large
bottle)
ESSENTIAL OILS NEEDED
Orange
Lavender
Patchouli
Ylang Ylang
Jasmine
TO MAKE A TINY BLEND:
Step 1: Using your pipette,
measure four drops of orange
into your dark-colored bottle
Step 2: Using your pipette,
measure three drops of
lavender into the same
dark-colored bottle

Step 3: Using your pipette,
measure two drops of
patchouli into the same
dark-colored bottle

STEP 4:
Measure the
20g of patchouli essential oil
into the same beaker

Step 4: Using your pipette,
measure two drops of
ylang-ylang into the same
dark-colored bottle

STEP 5: Measure 20g of ylang
ylang essential oil into the
same beaker

Step 5: Using your pipette,
measure one drop of Jasmine
into the same dark-colored
bottle
Step 6: Shake your bottle till
al oils are well blended, and
your aphrodisiac blend is
ready.
TO MAKE A 120
GRAMS BOTTLE:
Step 1: Place a beaker on your
scale and tare it.
Step 2: Measure 40g of
orange essential oil into your
beaker.
Step 3: Measure the 30g of
lavender essential oil into the
same beaker
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Step 6: Measure the 10g of
Jasmine essential oil into the
same beaker
Step 7: Stir until all the oils are
well incorporated.
Step 8: Pour into a
dark-colored bottle.
Your aphrodisiac oil is ready,
use sparingly, and thank us
later. Wink.

FLU
RELIEF
DO-IT-YOURSELF

tea

In this season, ﬂu-like symptoms are
lurking around, caused by COVID-19.
The herbology department of COC
Beauty School put together a simple
recipe to help ease ﬂu-like symptoms.

Please note that this recipe is not a cure by
any means, and does not take the place of
visiting a licensed physician. It is simply a
great tea blend that causes relief.
THE HERBS REQUIRED:
40g Peppermint
20g Comfrey leaf
20g Eucalyptus
10g Ginger
9.5g Orange zest or Lemon zest
0.5g Cayenne

Step 4: Package mixed herbs into a storage
container or teabags
TO MAKE 1 LITRE OF TEA:
Step 1: Measure 5g of the ﬂu-relief tea blend
into 1000g of water
Step 2: Brew till it's ready, then strain the tea
Step 3: Add honey to taste and stir
Sip tea while it is hot, share with family, and
thank us later.

PREPARATION METHOD:
Step 1: Prepare all herbs (ensure they are dry
and shredded into grains)
Step 2: Weigh all herbs separately, using a
digital scale
Step 3: Mix all weighed herbs until well
blended
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COC BEAUTY
S C H O O L
PRESENTS

Herbology
THE

COURSE

. .Discover the world of naturopathic beauty & wellness medicine

Anti-Ageing
naturopathic medicine
Acne naturopathic medicine
Skin Brightening
naturopathic medicine
Sexual Enhancement
naturopathic medicine
Much more

CO UR S E C O M I N G 20 21
TO JO IN TH E WAITING L IST, VISIT:

www.cocbeautyschool.com/herbology
+234 817 982 7083

@cocbeautyschool

Cover
story

HOW I TURNED A CHALLENGE
INTO A PROFITABLE BUSINESS

COVER STORY

Fashion media expert turned
beauty entrepreneur, we met with
the brains behind the vibrant Eres
Bella Organics brand and had a
heart to heart.
Here’s what we talked about.

T

HANK YOU FOR RECEIVING
US. PLEASE TELL US ABOUT
YOU? My name is Yejide
Erogbogbo. I’m a Social
Entrepreneur and founder of
Eres Bella Organics and Eres Bella Wigs. I
have a BSc in Mass Communication from
Redeemer’s University, Osun, an MBA in
Global Fashion Media from the
International Fashion Academy,
Paris/Shanghai and a Skincare Product
Manufacturing Certiﬁcation from COC
Beauty School in Dubai.

Your brand has been making a lot of waves, please
tell us about it? Eres Bella Organics is a personal
care product manufacturing company. We specialize
in Natural and Organic Skincare Products made
speciﬁcally for the African beauty market. Our
products are cost-effective, high-quality and
innovative making us one of the fastest growing
organic brands in the country. Other services we
offer include product retail and wholesale,
customized / bespoke formulations for beauty
brands and private labeling.
We noticed the buzz and great reviews. Is there
something unique about your brand that’s been
creating this buzz? The amazing fact about our
products is the effectiveness. Every Eres Bella
Organics Product is created by a very fussy founder

who knows what actually changes the skin, what
harms the skin, and what is nothing more than
hollow marketing. We have no time for products that
don’t work and aren’t reliable, and nor should
anyone else.
What product(s) would you recommend to
someone starting out (products from your range)?
It’s best to ﬁnd a problem, and create a solution to
that problem. We take months to develop and
perfect our formulations because we deeply believe
skin care should nurture and protect the skin.
How much are they? Our product prices are
between N1500 and N2000
Can we see some products? Sure.
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Please tell us some beneﬁts your
products provide for the skin?
Eres Bella Organics is a simple,
effective range of skin essentials
based on top quality botanical
ingredients. Our products have no
synthetics, silicones, or any of the
usual pests. These are not ‘natural’
products that are secretly full of
irritating, annoying ingredients.
These products help manage acne,
protect, nourish and strengthen
even the most sensitive skin,
ensuring it is healthy, happy and
refreshed.
I would deﬁnitely love to buy
Eresbella , how can I buy it? All
products are available for sale on
our website,
www.eresbellaorganics.com or on
WhatsApp +2347084723822.
What’s your process like? I
launched this company because of
my personal experience with severe
acne which I struggled with for two
years. Being able to help people
transform their skin so they feel
more conﬁdent and beautiful is
very personal for me and guides my
formulation process from start to
ﬁnish.
Gorgeous products, they smell
good too. Why did you decide to
launch skincare products? My
mum became interested in natural

We specialize in Natural and Organic Skincare Products made
specifically for the
African beauty market.
Our products are
cost-effective,
high-quality and
innovative making us
one of the fastest growing organic brands in
the country.

and organic products, and she
actually came up with the ﬁrst
recipe for our African Black soap
range. She got me interested the
business after she researched on it
and guessed that it might be the
solution to my acne issues. I
improved on her recipe, researched
loads of materials online and did a
few courses, before becoming
certiﬁed in skincare. The rest they
say is history.
How easy was it to start and then
build your business to this stage? I
would say the most challenging
aspect has also been the most
rewarding. I started this business
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with less than N30,000, and
developed the business skills
needed to run it during my time
working in the corporate world. It
was actually a steep learning curve
understanding how to address

customers’ skin concerns, however,
it’s been a fulﬁlling experience so
far.
What’s has been the most
challenging in your business
journey? Every business has
challenges and each one has
afforded me the opportunity to
meet other dedicated beauty
entrepreneurs and working with
them has actually helped our
separate businesses grow in
amazing ways.
How have you been able to
cushion the challenges?
Researching and bonding with
other entrepreneurs has helped.
That way, I know I’m not alone. I
believe a problem shared is
half-solved.
You mentioned studying at COC
Beauty School, Dubai. What was
it like? It was an amazing
experience learning alongside
passionate skincare entrepreneurs,
the curriculum was extensive and
the classes were practical and
prepared me for the global beauty
market.
We want to get into your world.
What’s your average day like? I
take comfort in the fact that I’ve
hired employees for their talents
and qualiﬁcations. I trust them to
handle the ﬁner day to day details,

while I worry about the big picture,
and it has helped me be saner.
What else do you love to do
asides creating amazing
products? I help people start their
fashion and beauty brands.
Amazing. Please tell us 5 beauty
products you can’t do without?
Face cream, Scrub, Face mist, Body
butter, and night oil
Interesting Power 5. Any reason
why? I simply can’t do without
them, my skin has to be nourished
regularly.
What’s next for Eres Bella
Organics in the next 1 year or 2
years? I see the brand becoming
more recognised and displayed in
stores worldwide.
We are looking forward to that.
These products are simply
excellent. Please drop a word of
advice for those looking up to be
like you. Start small then scale up!
Don’t just quit your job without a
plan. Be patient with the
professional journey! If it weren’t
for the hard work I put in during my
early career, I wouldn’t
have the work ethics and
skills I currently possess
and for that, I’ll always be
grateful.
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There you have it, Eres Bella
Organics is a must have..

THE LOVE OF BEAUTY
BROUGHT ME HERE

COVER STORY

Beauty therapist and product formulator extraordinaire, Yemisi Akinrinola is one lady that has been making waves in the skincare industry.
he started out in 2013,
formulating just black soap.
Now, she has built a powerful
skincare brand that houses over
20 highly requested products
with distributors in 8 major cities
in Nigeria, U.S and Canada.
She has been nominated for
multiple awards and her
products have had such
amazing reviews that make you
wonder. Why are Yemisi’s
products so amazing?
We met with over the weekend
and had a little chat with her to
ﬁnd out the secret. Here’s how
our chat went;

W

ELCOME. LET’S MEET YOU.
My name is Oluyemisi
Akinrinola NEE Olaoye a.k.a
Princess. I am a trained
beauty therapist, a 2006
mass communication graduate of Covenant
University and a masters degree holder in
Public and international affairs from
University of Lagos. Am the 4th child in the
family of 5. Am a native of Osun state in Ile ife . I love to research, formulate, cook and
party.
We hear your brand is one of the biggest in
town, tell us about it? My brand name is
Princess Naturals. We formulate skincare
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Kano, Ibadan, Warri. We also have
distributors in United States and
Canada.

I love beauty. I love to
make people look good
and beautiful. It's a
passion. Every woman
deserves organic, high
quality, freshly made
and beautifully scented skincare products.

products for adults and kids and
we also run a spa where we do
treatments like facials, massages,
pedicure, microblading, semi
permanent lashes, waxing, steam
bath, nail extention etc We started
in 2013 with just the selling of our
black soap. Now we have over 20
products. We have 2 branches in
Lagos at 4, Ora Ekpen crescent off
church street ifelodun gbagada
and Rauf Aregbesola mall at Pako
bustop Ipaja. we have distributors
in 8 state in Nigeria - Abuja, Port
Harcourt, Benin, Enugu, Abia,

We’ve been seeing the buzz and
reviews. So tell us, what’s so
unique about your brand that
makes people rush to you?
Princess naturals is one of the top
notch skincare brands in Nigeria.
We formulate our products from
the scratch using botanical
extracts, spices and aroma oils.
Our products maintains, protects
and enhance your skin. My
education in the beauty industry
has also given me an edge. The
reviews on our products are simply
amazing that word of mouth
advertising has really helped us.
Wow! So what products can a
newbie start out with from
Princess Naturals? We
recommend products based on
clients skin type. We have
products for dry skin, normal skin,
oily skin and sensitive skin.
Products like our organic body
butter, skinglow moisturizer,
perfecting butter, black soap,
papaya scrub, coffee scrub,
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skinglow oil etc.
What’s the price range
for these products? Our
products are quiet
affordable for both high and
medium class. We have products
within the ranges of 4k to 8k.
Bigger sizes are more expensive
What beneﬁts do these products
give to the skin? Our products
heals, maintains, enhance and
protect the skin. If you have any
concern with your skin, you will be
sure smiling back to give a review
after consistent usage
How do we purchase it? You can
order via our website
www.princessnaturals.com.ng. or
via our instagram handle
@princessnaturals or via calls
08125526792, whatsapp
08062310488
Why did you choose to Start
Princess Naturals? I love beauty. I
love to make people look good
and beautiful so why wouldn't I
help others look and feel good
about their skin? It's a passion.

Every woman deserves organic,
high quality, freshly made and
beautifully scented skincare
products. Every customer deserves
to ﬂourish in their own skin and we
are determined to help them
achieve that with our range of
beauty products.
How easy was it to start and then
build your business to this stage?
ike I said I started small just with
black soap but consistency and
hardwork has gotten me this far. I
put my mind to whatever I want to
do and don't give up easily. It's not
easy but when you are determined
to achieve something and you put
in the work, you will deﬁnitely
succeed in it.
What are some challenges you
face as a beauty entrepreneur in
Nigeria? We faced the challenge of
sourcing original raw materials
when we ﬁrst started and also
getting good product packaging.
We have been able to surmount
that. Another challenge we face
now is power as we all know power
is a major challenge for most
businesses in Nigeria
We see that you are a past
student of COC Beauty School,
What was your COC experience
like? It was a wonderful and
impactful experience learning to
formulate products from the
scratch. We had a very good and
knowledgeable educator who took
her time to put us through. If you
want to learn the theory and
practical of products formulation,
COC is the place to be
We see all the stores and the
products and we wonder how you
manage them all. What’s your
average day like? Wake up, say my
prayers, get my family ready, dress
up for my ofﬁce to supervise my
staff. We have put structure in
place and adequate training of
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staff. Mine is just to supervise and
ensure things run well. I also take
consultation from clients to
prescribe what will be appropriate
for their skin.
Name 5 beauty products you can’t
do without and why? Moisturizers,
Exfoliator, Sunscreen,Toners and
Cleansers because they are very key
to achieving a glowing, ﬂawless
skin.
When you’re not being a boss
lady, what else do you do? I love to
read. I love reading since my
childhood. Am also an introvert
who loves to party. What an irony!
What’s next for Princess Naturals?
In the next 1 to 2 years, we plan to
open more branches in other states
in Nigeria and get more distributors
internationally.
Any advice for aspiring beauty
entrepreneurs? Whatever you set
yourmind to do, do with all your
heart . Be consistent and
hardworking. Get the right
education, it would give you an
edge and set you apart from
quacks. Start with what you have,
stay focused, Rome was not built in
a day.
It was great chatting with you
today, thank you for your time.
It's my pleasure

COVER STORY
Babies, cute, adorable, tender, fragile, bundles of Joy. Have you
ever been concerned about what skincare product is the safest for
babies and how much thought goes into producing them?

H

ere’s one lady that created a
masterpiece out of her love for
babies and kids. A masterpiece
that sold out in its ﬁrst launch
with a waiting list for more orders.
Word on the street is that this masterpiece
range provides a certain glow on babies

and kids that use it, no wonder it has
become a must-purchase by mothers.
This lady, the creator of this masterpiece is
Nma Arua, the founder of classic organics.
She launched her baby skincare range on
her birthday which was also Christmas Day,
2019. We met up with her to ﬁnd out the
secret to her success.
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TELL US A LITTLE BIT ABOUT YOU?
My name is Nma Arua. I’m the
founder of Classic Organics. I am a
beauty entrepreneur, I help people
achieve healthy looking hair and a
glowing skin.
We’ve heard so much about your
baby/child skin care range. We
heard it’s the newest in town and
the rush has been amazing. Please
we’d like to know more about it?
Oh! Yes (laughs), that’s true. Classic
Organics recently diversiﬁed into
baby/child care products. It was
launched on the 25th of Dec 2019 to
mark my birthday. *Smiles. The
products include, Classic kids
nourishing daily lotion, Classic kids
glow butter, Classic kids nappy rash
cream, Classic kids shower gel,
Classic kids herbal soap and Classic
kids body oil.
Six major products. Seems like
you have all the skincare products
a baby or child would ever need in
one range. Yes. Each product in our
baby and child care range is
formulated with their routine in
mind. Our range is designed for
newborn, infants, toddlers,
preschoolers, school aged and
adolescents. Our products are
designed to give children a glowing
and rash free skin.
It’s amazing how much time
you’ve put into understanding
their needs. How much do these
products go for? Our kids care
range comes in set and goes for
N15,000 ($45) but products in the
range can also be purchased
individually. The range consists of
Classic kids nourishing daily lotion,
Classic kids glow butter, Classic kids
nappy rash cream, Classic kids
shower gel, Classic kids herbal soap
and Classic kids body oil.
Sounds amazing. Can we see
them? Of course I do have some of
the products here, however the
public could visit our social media
pages to check out what the

products look like. Our Instagram
handle is @classickidscare and
@classicorganics_ Don’t forget to
follow our page. *winks*
What beneﬁts do these products
give? / What would it do for the
baby’s skin? Our kids care range
gives a baby a glowing and rash
free skin. Between 25/12/2019
when it was launched and
3/1/2020, we had 4
mother’s provide a
positive and valuable
feedback on the above
mentioned beneﬁts
*Excited*
Incredible! So how
can we buy? You
can

place
your orders via our
website
www.classicorganicsng.com or
through WhatsApp
+2349023670852. Our WhatsApp line
opens from 8:00am-8:00pm from
Mondays to Saturdays and on
Sundays 4;00pm to 8;00pm. We
deliver, delivery fee depends on
your location. Delivery takes
24-48hrs within Lagos and outside
Lagos 2-5 working days.
We are simply blown away! How
do you come up with such
amazing products? My quest for
kids products started when I
needed organic products for my
God son Munachi Eke ( 7 Months
old baby now) as a matter of fact he
started using the products
10/12/2019 before we even
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launched on the 25/12/2019.
We really love what you do. Why
did you choose a kids care line?
Babies/Children are very adorable
beings who should be cared for. So
the kids care line was simply started
so as to provide or make
pronounced, that quality glow and
beauty every child deserves and
also help in the enhancement of
dermal (skin) hygiene in babies.

We know it’s quite challenging
running a business in Nigeria, how
easy was it to start this product
line? I must say that it wasn’t really
easy starting up the product line.
Having to wear all the hats yourself
can be daunting especially here in
Nigeria. Finding funding was also a
Challenge but then I know the price
of success is dedication, hard work,
and an unremitting devotion to the
things you want to see happen.
Sounds like a lot happens behind
the scene. Are there some
challenges you face as a beauty
entrepreneur?
There are different challenges in
Nigerian beauty industry. But as a
beginner the major challenge is the

Children are very
adorable beings who
should be cared for.
The kids care line was
started so as to provide
or make pronounced,
that quality glow and
beauty every child
deserves.

competitive market and getting
clients. Also, there are challenges
beyond the power of the
entrepreneur such as insecurity, lack
of adequate infrastructure and poor
power supply in Nigeria.
What do you think can help
cushion this challenges for beauty
entrepreneurs in Nigeria? Well
talking about how to overcome the
challenges, you have to remain
positive, do not give up, keep trying
even when the going seems tough
with time, you’d experience that
breakthrough you’ve always
wanted.
We see that you are a past student
of COC Beauty School, how was it
studying there? Oh yes! I had a
very wonderful experience. It was
quite a great time being at the COC
beauty school. I acquired a great
deal of knowledge as regards the
ﬁeld and it was quite a lovely time
to meet and interact with other
colleagues in the ﬁeld. It was a great
experience. *smiles*
We understand you ﬁnished your
course with COC Beauty School,
29th November 2019 and your
product range was launched 25th
Dec 2019? That was fast and
incredible. Tell us, how did you
stay motivated? ‘Passion’
Motivation comes from the
enjoyment of the work itself.
Wow passion. What’s your regular
day like? As a beauty boss. My
typical day involves multitasking
and carrying out different types of
activities. Unlike a typical ofﬁce job,
I conduct various tasks related to
different sections like Hair care and
Skin care.
What else do you love to do asides
creating beauty products? I enjoy
cooking African dishes and reading
action adventure novels. *smiles*
Okay. . . Now, we are curious. . .
Name 5 beauty products you can’t
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do without? Hahaha! Are you
serious…Well, you already know they
are products of classic organics.
They are actually ﬁve and more.
They are cleanser & toner, serum,
sunscreen and moisturizer. These
products are the best.
Lol! Why? If you understand how
essential skin care routine is, then I
guess you will know why these
products are put into daily use.
These products work
simultaneously to achieve a ﬂawless
skin.
Ok. . .So, ﬁnally, what’s next for
you? What big plans do you have
in the next 1 year or 2 years? My
vision is for Classic organics to
become Africa’s most prestigious
Skin and hair care brand, in 2 years, I
should be travelling to some parts
of Africa to educate, and sell
products at high-proﬁle industries,
events and beauty shows.
Final words of advice for those
looking up to start great beauty
brands just like you’ve done. I have
10 words made up of two letter
words each ‘IF IT IS TO BE, IT IS UP
TO ME.’
Amazing. Thank you so much for
your time today and for letting us
in to your world. Thank you too.
*Smiles*

“Those who know, do. Those that understand, teach.” - Aristotle
Violet is one lady that truly understands skincare product formulation, so much that she
has become a source of solutions for many and an indispensable resource.
We met with the brilliant Violet to have a little chat, and here’s what we talked about:

H
COVER STORY

I VIOLET, IT’S
SO GOOD TO
HAVE YOU
HERE WITH
US. Please
tell us about you? I’m
Violet Adesina, I’m
married and I have two
lovely kids. I love God,
Music, Kids and I’m sure
you can already guess;
Skincare Formulating.
You’re very passionate
about skincare but,
unlike your peers, you’re
passionate about
teaching skincare. Why
is that? Apart from
making products that
target various skin issues,
I realized that creating
the same products over
and over again is too monotonous
and boring for me. I enjoy
experimenting on new formulas
daily. I also found that it gives me
so much joy to talk about
formulating processes and I could
spend a whole day teaching and
sharing my knowledge.
Tell us about your Brand? My
Brand is called AMLA BOTANICALS.
Our focus is teaching people the
correct skincare formulation
process. We also custom formulate
for various people based on their
unique skin issues.
Interesting. How do we join to
enjoy all the great info you share?
You can follow our page on
Instagram @amlabotanicals

Why do you love to
formulate these
products? They are
effortless products to
make and they are part of
what I use daily on my
skin. Lol I have to love
making these products if
I want to maintain good
skin.
Do you make any of
these products for sale?
Yes but custom made
only.

We know you studied at COC
Beauty School, a little birdie told
us that you were super interactive
in class. Tell us what it was like
studying at COC Beauty School.
Hmmmm I’m super grateful to
have studied with COC Beauty
School. Our teacher was super
smart and had everything at the tip
of her ﬁngers. I had spent years self
studying and didn’t have much
conﬁdence and validation. Studying
there gave me the conﬁdence I
needed to venture out.
Top 5 products you love to
formulate? Daily Exfoliating Toner,
Anti Acne Toner, Brightening
Serums, Brightening and Anti aging
Face Creams, Face washes.
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You’ve got great skin,
what's your skincare
regimen? I don’t do too
much to my Skin because
I naturally have good skin.
I use a mild vitamin face
wash and an Anti-Aging
Face cream daily. I Use Black soap
and a simple Vitamin Rich
moisturizer daily.
Tell us 5 products that you can’t
do without? Lol, wow! Five is a
large number ohh, Ok my Face
wash, Face cream, of course my
Black soap wash, I keep an
exfoilating toner handy and my
body lotion.
Lol ,why these products? These
Products are the lifelines for my
skin. I formulated them to maintain
my healthy skin glow.
It’s been so much fun chatting
with you. Thank you so much for
your time. You’re welcome.

Simple facial DIYS
for dull and dry skin

DO-IT-YOURSELF

LAVENDER AND ROSE
REJUVENATING TONER
After we cleanse or exfoliate, it is
always recommended to use a nice
toner to restore skin balance. This
toner is made with ingredients that
would hydrate, tone, moisturize and
brighten the skin.
Rose Hydrosol: The water gotten
from the distillation process of rose
ﬂowers to produce rose essential oil.
Its a nice fragrant water that has
great soothing and toning
properties.
Lavender Hydrosol. The water
gotten from the distillation process
of lavender ﬂowers to produce

INGREDIENTS
Water - 54.5%, 51.5gm
Rose hydrosol - 20%, 20gm
Lavender hydrosol - 20%, 20gm
Glycerin - 3%, 3gm
Msm powder - 5%, 5gm
liquid Germal plus (preservative 0.5%, 0.5gm
TOOLS
1beaker or measuring cup
4 small bowls
I whisk or spatular
Measure scale *preferably tares from
0.1

1. Weight out all your
ingredients separately or
weigh adding tgem directly

into your beaker.
2. Mix it thoroughly and pour
into your bottle.
Its as easy as peasy.. You can
use this toner morning and
night Daily after cleansing to
achieve a brighter, healthier
skin.

lavender essential oil. It has great inti
inﬂammatory, soothing and healing
properties
Msm powder
(methylSulfonyMethane): This is a
white free ﬂowing powder also
called organic sulfur. It acts as a
gentle skinbrightner and
inﬂammatory agent.
Glycerin: Powerful humectant that
attracts moisture to the skin
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS

Beauty

Sleep
BY DR TOPE D. ILORI

“I should
get some
beauty
sleep” this
is a
familiar
phrase
that we’ve
heard or
even
spoken
ourselves.
But why is
beauty
connected
to sleep?
Why is
sleep
important
? How in
the world
does
sleeping
make you
beautiful?

O

h well! Let’s start from the
beginning and clear up some
deﬁnitions, so we can all be on
the same page.

Sleep is a natural state of rest,
marked by the absence of wakefulness and
the loss of consciousness of one’s
surroundings. Rest on the other hand is a
state of relaxation and calmness both
mentally and physically.
There is a very strong connection between
sleep and beauty and also between sleep
and aging. This connection is mostly overlooked because it is seen as a common fact
of life and its beneﬁts and importance are
sometimes lost in our race to success.
Sleep has a strong restorative function,
necessary for physiologic and psychologic
healing to occur and so much more.
Let’s go through a simple overview on the
physiology of sleep, in order to create a
clearer picture and expand your horizon on
this matter…
Sleep can be categorized into two stages,
putting it simply, The Non-REM (Rapid Eye
Movement) stage and the REM (Rapid Eye
Movement) stage. The Non-REM starts off

ﬁrst, where your body begins to relax and
your vital signs begins to slow down. About
90 minutes after you fall asleep, you fall
into the REM stage of sleep. At this stage
you begin to dream, your limbs seem paralyzed so you can’t act out on your dream
and, your vital signs increase almost to the
same level as that of wakefulness. After a
while you go back to the Non-REM stage
where you get the complete state of rest
that leaves you feeling refreshed when you
wake up. The stages of sleep works in a
cycle all through the night, giving off a
deep sleep and light sleep pattern.
Two other important functions of sleep
include restoration of tissues and grow as
well as energy conservation. Both functions are directly related to beauty.
Before I tie up the loose ends, let’s talk a
little about beauty. It is deﬁned as the quality or aggregate of qualities in a person or
thing that gives pleasure to the senses or
pleasurably exalts the mind or spirit. Simply
put: the quality present in a thing or person
that gives intense pleasure or deep satisfaction to the mind.
Anything that appeases your heart and
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mind, you see it as beauty; that’s why beauty is subject
to different perception and easily inﬂuenced by race,
culture, socio-economic status and norms; also,
religion and belief. What is considered beautiful is
variable but we can all agree with the notion that clear
skin in tone, texture and complexion is widely considered beautiful.
So, I’m going to use the skin as my reference for beauty;
how to maintain a younger looking skin, smooth with
tight pores and a glow to perfect it.
Now let’s tie the loose ends together, emphasizing on
the beneﬁts of sleep and the resultant beauty effect on
our skin and health in general.
These are some important effects of sleep to note.
HORMONAL SECRETION
Three major hormones that are secreted while sleeping
greatly affect your outlook and beauty traits…
a. Growth Hormone: It is very important for kids, that’s
why folk-tales say “children grow while they sleep”, this
is absolutely true, and this only occurs due to the secretion of Growth Hormone during sleep. Other essential
functions and effects of growth hormones on adults
includes: a reduction in wrinkles, tighten of saggy skin,
decrease body fat and increase lean muscle mass,
great boost of energy, revs up sex drive, and make you
look and feel decades younger. In a nutshell, it restores
the integrity of your skin and counters the effects of
stress hormone that can lead to increase fat stores and
premature ageing. During deep
sleep, the rise in growth hormones
allows damaged cells to become
repaired. Without the deeper phases
of sleep, this won't occur, allowing
daily small breakdowns to accumulate instead of being reversed overThere is a very strong
night. This results in more noticeable
connection between
signs of aging.
sleep and beauty and

b. Prolactin: This hormone is basialso between sleep and
cally responsible for breast milk
aging. Sleep has a
production in pregnant women and
strong restorative
nursing mothers. It functions with
function, necessary for
the reproductive care where it plays
physiologic and psya small role in increasing libido and
chologic healing to
believe it ladies…orgasm. Orgasm
occur.
facilitates a tremendous increase of
blood ﬂow to your organs and
tissues, but most impressively, to
your skin. That extra burst of nutrients and oxygen to
the skin cell causes repair, restoration and new growth;
giving you that youthful glow
Prolactin also increases hair growth and promotes a
healthy shine associated with beautiful hair. It also
improves your immune system, making it easy for you
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to ﬁght off infections and diseases
c. Luteinizing Hormone: This
hormone works closely with
ovulation and the transformation
of the egg after ovulation. For
males, it works with the maturation of cells in the testes. An
essential function of this hormone
is to facilitate the release of “sex”hormones; which includes for
females: estrogen and progesterone, these hormones are responsible for making your skin soft and
smooth, basically, they make you
female, curvy and soft to the
touch. It enhances your feminine
wiles
and
increasing
your
“formones”, making you more
attractive and desirable to the
opposite sex. For males, it’s basically testosterone which gives
them a manly trait; increases their
libido and their sexual stamina.
This is the origin of the “so-called”
stud.
Another effect of sleep is:
RELAXATION EFFECT
The is a state of rest during sleep
and that causes a relaxation in
muscles and tissues, especially,
our blood vessels. Increase blood
ﬂow to the vital organs and skin
signiﬁcantly reduces wear and
tear in the skin and hence maintains a healthy, younger looking
and glowing skin. During sleep,
the blood vessels are relaxed,
giving rise to more room for blood
ﬂow without any additional work
or increase in muscular activity.
Areas of the body like the skin
would be exposed to more blood,
nutrients and oxygen, which leads
to an increase in repair and restoration of collagen cells which
gives the skin its elastic, plump
and smooth characteristic. With
an increase in collagen, there’s a
signiﬁcant decrease in wrinkles.
Revitalized cells give off a glow
which is due to an easy and steady
increase in vascularization of the
skin.
INCREASE

MENTAL

ACTIVITY

AND MEMORY
You might be thinking how this
increases beauty? Well, smart,
conﬁdent and intelligent people
are very attractive. If you feel this
way, then it increases your self-esteem, boost your self-image and
projects you as a person who is
able. That splash of conﬁdence is
very sexy and it compels you to
push further and achieve more.
Sleep causes a state of rest in the
brain and brain activities, giving it
time to reboot and recharge.
When rested, cognition is swift
and memory is sharp, the brain is
able to release electrical charges
appropriately, reducing misappropriation, wear and tear.
WEIGHT LOSS
This is a big one for a lot of people
and may sound like a fairy tale
that is too easy. Well yes, it is quite
easy and the oldest trick in the
books. Lack of sleep or a signiﬁcantly reduced amount makes
you cranky; that’s putting it lightly.
The various body systems are in
disarray because they lack the
“reboot” that they require to work
efﬁciently. This increases the stress
level, and increases the production of cortisol which is the stress
hormone. This hormone causes a
debilitating increase in more body
functions. This can be described
lightly as stress but it is a ticking
timebomb. Cortisol triggers the
reward center in your brain and
makes you crave food. The combination of more cortisol and
more ghrelin mean that you’ll
need to eat more food than you
normally would in order to feel
satisﬁed. This makes you feel more
stressed out, which in turn makes
it more difﬁcult for you to control
your appetite. Lack of sleep can
also lead you to crave more
sugary or salty foods and make
you less likely to say “no” to
unhealthy treats. This cascade also
causes an increase in inﬂammatory cells in the body, especially the
skin, which in turn leads to an
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increase in the breakdown of
collagen and hyaluronic acid, the
molecules that give the skin its
bounce, translucency and also
glow.
To avoid all of this drama, have a
ﬁrm grip on your diet and complete control of your health points
only to one option; it’s as simple
as “Get enough sleep”, A minimum
of 6hours of sleep for an adult is
very important for a healthy
lifestyle.
REPLENISH MOISTURE
We all know the importance of
moisturizing our skin. This is a way
of artiﬁcially adding water to our
skin, keeping it moist which maintains skin integrity and that soft
and supple feel. Sleeping causes
hydration of the skin due to the
relaxed blood vessels and ﬂuid
redistribution, replenishing the
skin what was already lost due to
heat, environmental hazards and
more. While you're sleeping, the
body's hydration rebalances. Skin
is able to recover moisture, while
excess water in general in the
body is processed for removal.
Not getting enough sleep results
in poor water balance, leading to
puffy bags under your eyes and
under-eye circles, as well as
dryness and more visible wrinkles.
In Conclusion…
Sleep is that magic wand you can
use over and over again and get
the desired result. It’s the easiest
way to promote good health and
a beautiful glow without much
efforts. A natural phenomenon
that is as essential as breathing. For
a lot of people, getting busier
means getting less sleep and it
should be the other way around.
Try not to skip out on sleep, plan it
in your schedule and make it as
important as drinking 8 cups of
water a day. These simple rules
may just save your life someday.
There is no law against sleep,
embrace it and it will respond.

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

glowg sk
Nutrition
for Brighter,
BY THE APT WRITER

G

lowing skin is a big dream of
every girl. According to dermatologists, glowing skin is
the skin that is soft and
moist. Dull, dry, and ﬂaky skin never
glows.

Do not worry if you have dull skin. This article is
to teach you the healthy foods you must add to
your diet to enable your skin glow.
The intake of a healthy and balanced diet is
essential. An unhealthy diet can damage your
bodily systems, and your skin could be a victim.
The skin is the largest organ of your body and
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS

the barrier to our environment; therefore, healthy skin shows how healthy you
are from inside.
Ensure that the best foods for glowing skin sit on your plate.
Firstly, make a strict routine to drink warm water early in the morning before
taking your breakfast. It will remove all acidic contents from your body, which
might have harmful impacts on the skin.
Secondly, consider taking green tea before going to bed daily.
Thirdly, add the following foods to your diet if you want brighter skin complexion.

1. CARROTS: Not only good for eyes but provides an anti-oxidant which
prevents overproduction of cells in the skin's outer layer. Carrots prevent ﬂaky
dead cells from combining with sebum and clogging the pores. Vitamin A in
carrots is an excellent substance for the immune system. Hence, It can ﬁght
any infections or inﬂammations.

2. TURMERIC: Turmeric is an Indian spice with a fantastic effect on the
skin. It must be a part of your diet as it contains curcumin, which is an effective anti-oxidant. It can ﬁght against free-radicals and inﬂammatory agents,
which can damage your skin. Besides eating, a mask of honey and turmeric
helps to lighten dark pigments or scars.
3. PAPAYA: Papaya is a package of enzymes that have numerous health
advantages. It is a natural source of skin conditioning, and the best against
any sun caused inﬂammation.
4. EGG: Egg yolk contains Biotin, which is an excellent beauty vitamin that
provides strength to nails and hair. Eating egg helps protect skin from acne,
rashes, and even dryness.
5. COCONUT: Freshly opened coconut water is a natural hydrant for your
skin. Crack open the fruit, drink the water, and it will replenish, rehydrate your
skin, making it look softer and younger. Cooking with coconut oil is also
excellent for your skin. It maintains your gastrointestinal health, which directly
affects your skin and keeps you away from pimples.

6. TOMATO:

It is a proven fact that applying tomato pulp on the skin
avoids pimples and also helps in tightening facial pores. Tomato is rich in
vitamins and minerals, having anti-oxidant and anti-aging properties.
Skincare products contribute 20% to your skin beauty while diet and lifestyle
contribute 80%. Always remember that your skin needs a boost from within
to look fresh and glowing. Adding these simple foods to your diet will help
your skin stay soft, radiant, and blemish-free.
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RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY

THE POWER OF
THE MIND
IN BEAUTY
AND SUCCESS
"As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he."
These are precious words of wisdom
from the Bible. These words tell us how
powerful the mind is and how the mind
is the designer of one's life.

P

ower does reside in the mind's thoughts
because thoughts become actions, the
actions build character, the character
creates a lifestyle that goes on to shape life.

It is believed that thoughts in mind have
intense energy to attract or repel things.
Have you ever wondered why you thought of
something, and suddenly you see it or hear about it?
That's the power of your mind attracting to you, what
you have created in your thoughts.
Knowing the immense power the mind has, how then
do you use it to your advantage?
It's simple, make conscious efforts to think in the
direction you want your life to go.
You want more beauty, think you're more beautiful.
Think about it so much that you believe it.
You want clearer skin, think you have clearer skin.
Think about it so much that you believe it. Believe it so
much that you attract solutions effortlessly that will
transform your physical look to who you think you are.
The power resides within, it's all in mind! This is why
the Bible tells us to renew our minds, renew our way of
thinking, renew our beliefs.
With your mind, you can decide where you want to go,
you can decide who you want to be. It all starts in
mind.
With the same mind, you can decide to be limited,
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stagnant, and unproductive. It all starts with the mind.
Will you use your mind today?
Will you think the right thoughts?

RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY

Will you paint the right pictures?
The mind is one part of the journey, the second part
of the journey is the force that causes you to succeed.
The force that tells you where to go, how to go, and
when to go. The force that drives you to ﬁnish what
you start. The force that is dedicated to seeing you
succeed and become the best version of yourself.
This force is found in Jesus Christ, this force is the Holy
Spirit.
Isaiah 1:19 (The Living Bible) says "If you will only let me
help you, if you will only obey, then I will make you rich."
There is a level of greatness that comes when you
learn to listen to the Holy Spirit, He shows you the way
to go, He teaches you the path to follow, He makes
you rich, if only you let Him help you.
When everyone is running in one direction, He tells
you NO! Don't go there, that won't work for you. . . Go
here instead.
He is the force behind a lot of success stories, He is
the force that reminds you to think the right thoughts,
and believe the right things so you can achieve the
right results.

I ask Jesus to come into my heart to be the Lord of my
life.
I receive eternal life into my spirit and according to
Roman 10:9, "That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth
the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thy heart that God
hath raised Him from the dead, thou shalt be saved",
I declare that I am saved; I am born-again; I am a
child of God! I now have Christ dwelling in me, and
greater is He that is in me than he that is in the world
(1 John 4:4).
I now walk in the consciousness of my new life in
Christ Jesus. Hallelujah!.
I receive the Holy Spirit today to come to dwell in me,
to lead me, to teach me, to guide me, and to show
me the way to go. I ask you Holy Spirit to teach me
how to make wealth. Thank you God for answering my
prayer, In the name of Jesus Christ, Amen"
Congratulations! If you prayed that prayer, you are
now a child of God, and you now have the Holy Spirit
in you.
To receive more information, write to us at
magazine@cocbeautyschool.com, and we'll reach
out to you.
Stay blessed, think positive, and grow without
borders.

He's the force that aligns opportunities with your
thoughts and grants you the grace to produce results.
He is the x-factor.
A combination of the right thoughts, the Holy Spirit,
and a willing heart equals lasting success.
With this combination, there'll be no need to struggle,
or envy, or be depressed, because He will lead you in
your own path and make you your version of success
that would blow minds away.
Get familiar with the Holy Spirit today, get this
irreplaceable force in your life. Get the Holy Spirit by
accepting Jesus Christ as your Lord and savior.
Would you like to get this done today?
Would you like to get the Holy Spirit into your heart
today, so you can follow His lead, and watch Him
make you the biggest you can ever dream of?
If you'd like to, It's super easy. . . Just say the words
below, out loud & mean them with all of your heart.
"O Lord God, I come to You in the Name of Jesus
Christ. Your word says," …whosoever shall call on the
name of the Lord shall be saved" (Acts 2v21).
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